
eco
products

Responsibly 
sourced

Sustainable & 
recyclable

Quality 
assured

Innovating to provide high 
performance sustainable products, 
whilst never compromising on quality.

Work sustainably                            Reduce plastic consumption                            Reduce waste
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Compact and intuitive entry-level
machine, with lightning-fast speed. 

product protection.

SpeedMan Basic

The fastest paper padding system on 
the market, dispensing up to 200 

cushions per minute.

PaperJet

The most compact paper padding 
system on the market. This machine 
produces narrow, extra-strong 
embossed padding - ideal for smaller 
packages.

PaperJet Fit

dispenser, with no power connection 
required.

SpeedMan Classic
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The world’s most versatile 
water-activated tape dispenser 

enables the use of biodegradable 
reinforced paper tape anywhere.

Grip Taper

High-performance, premium grade 
self-adhesive paper tape, with longer 
roll length thanks to its reduced core.

E-Tape

Prevent tampering and increase 
productivity with this steel-framed, 
ABS-cased, high-capacity electronic 
tape dispenser.

BP555e

design, reducing repetitive strain injury, 
a retractable safety blade and a silent 
operation.

E-Tape Dispenser
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Revolutionise your pallet wrapping game with the Grip 
Applicator! Say goodbye to health and safety risks, 

operator fatigue, and slow, inconsistent wrapping.

Grip Applicator

The most cost 
machine in our range. It will wrap your 

Ecoplat Plus

Mobile pallet wrapping machine which 
propels around a static pallet giving a 

Robot Master Plus

Semi-automatic rotating arm stretch 
wrapping machine for unstable and 
heavy products.

Ecowrap Plus XL
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100% recyclable corrugated 
book mailers with variable 

height capacity.

Delta Mailers

Quick and easy, excellent paper 
alternative to bubble wrap, 

qualities.

Hexrap

Excellent padding made with 100% 
paper - for those who want to avoid 
using plastic bubble wrap. 

Paper Bubble Wrap

Heavy duty kraft ensures a robust and 
water-resistant, eco-friendly mailing 
solution.

Kraft Mailing Bags



Check out McKinleys’ range of eco products:
www.mckinleysgroup.com

Call
01 799 513 213
For demos, trials, or samples email:
sales@mckinleysgroup.com

eco
products

Reduce ReplaceRecycleReuse

products ensures that we provide the best unboxing 
experience to the end consumer.

We care.


